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Berlinica Presents:
2018 Program
Berlinica, a publisher based in New
York and Berlin, brings Berlin to
America. Our 2018 program features
A Place They Called Home: Reclaiming
Citizenship, written by children and
grandchildren of Holocaust survivors who recently became German
citizens. The collection is compiled
and edited by Donna Swarthout.
Later in 2018 will have another
book out by Kurt Tucholsky, Hereafter, where the iconic Weimar author
imagines funny musing about the afterlife. The book is translated by Cindy Opitz, the preface is by William
Grimes. This will be our fifth book
by the German-Jewish writer after
Germany? Germany! Satirical Writings;
Prayer After the Slaughter, Rheinsberg; A
Storybook for Lovers; and Berlin! Berlin!
Berlinica publishes books on the
Berlin Wall and World War II history,
and on famous Americans in Berlin
such as Mark Twain, but also books

from outside of Berlin, namely Martin Luther’s Travel Guide. On the Trail of
the Reformation in Germany, by Cornelia Doemer and Leipzig! One Thousand
Years of German History by Sebastian
Ringel. Both books are full color with
numerous pictures and maps.
In 2019, we will release Kurt Tucholsky. The Short Fat Berliner Who Tried to
Stop a Catastrophe With A Typewriter.
This is a reprint of Harold Poor’s
landmark Tucholsky biography. Also
coming up: Our West-Berlin, a story
collection by numerous Berlin writers and journalists. And finally, we
will publish a series of plays, starting with Hinkemann by Ernst Toller,
translated by Peter Wortsman.
All our books are in English and
available through Amazon, Barnes
& Noble, and all bookstores, and
also as ebooks. Booksellers can get
them at IPG/Small Press in Chicago with the usual store discounts.

See our merchandise at www.berlinica.com
www.zazzle.com/berlinica, www.cafepress.com/berlinica

Berlinica Publishing LLC, 255 W 43rd St, Suite 1012, New York, NY, 10036,
www.Berlinica.com, info@Berlinica.com; (1)-212-575-5586

Short Stories
Dena, a New Hampshire retiree,
feels at home in Germany the
moment the steep hills of the
vineyards across the Rhine
come into her view. Maya, a
journalist for Deutsche Welle,
pursued German citizenship
to boost her career in Berlin.
And Yermi, an Israeli writer
and filmmaker, has a response
for people who question his
decision to live in the country
that murdered his relatives.
“In Berlin I feel a sense of
belonging—to the culture,
the values.” For different reasons, they all have chosen to
restore their German citizenship. And they all reclaimed
something that was taken
from their families.
Donna Swarthout was born in New Jersey
to Jewish parents who fled Germany. She
holds a Master’s degree in political science
from Berkeley and has worked in higher
education for years. In 2010, she moved
to Berlin with her husband and her three
children. One year later, she had her German citizenship restored.
A Place They Called Home
Reclaiming Citizenship.
Stories of a New Jewish
Return to Germany
Edited by Donna Swarthout
Hardcover; app. 208 pp
Dimension: 6’’ x 9’’
Suggested retail: $19.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-65-2
Release Winter 2018

An important facet of the history of the
special relationship of Jews to Germany.
—Lorenz Beckhardt, Journalist

Full Circle
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Short Stories
In Hereafter, Kurt Tucholsky imagines the afterlife.
What will it be like when we
are sitting on a cloud, dangling
our legs and watching meteors drift by? Does God, the
Almighty, care about what’s
happening on Earth? Did we
love the ones we were meant
to be with? And how are they
thinking about us down there,
right now, talking and remembering? Can we get a second chance, now that we’ve
learned everything? Hereafter
includes full-color pictures of
the many little angels of Berlin guarding our souls. With
a preface by William Grimes,
the former obituary writer of
The New York Times.
Kurt Tucholsky, born 1890 in Berlin, began his career as a theater critic and became a journalist, poet, and satirist. This
collection, the author’s mildly ironic
view of the afterlife, was first published
in the magazine Die Weltbühne over the
course of three years in the mid-1920s.
under the pseudonym Kaspar Hauser.
Hereafter
We were sitting on the Cloud,
Dangling out Legs
Kurt Tucholsky
Hardcover; 96 pages
22 color pictures
Dimension: 5’’ x 8’’
Suggested retail: $12.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-89-8
Release December 2018

“These lyrical, whimsical, and waspish
mordant sermonettes ingeniously trace the
warped grain of human nature”
—William Grimes
Kurt-Tucholsky-Society
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Essays
Tucholsky was one of Weimar
Germany’s most celebrated
literary figures. The journalist and satirist who was at the
center of the tumultuous political and cultural world of
1920s Berlin still emerges as
an astonishingly contemporary figure. But he was also
one of the funniest satirical
writers during the rise of modernity. The iconic translation
of Tucholsky’s best stories
by Harry Zohn, a literary figure from Vienna, presented
Tucholsky to an American audience for the first time. Long
out of print, Zohn’s book is
now being republished in a
new edition. With a preface
by Ralph Blumenthal.
Harry Zohn was born 1923 in Vienna. He
survived as a Jew until 1939 when he emigrated to England and later to Boston. In
1969, he became Professor of German at
Brandeis University, Massachusetts. Ralph
Blumenthal, a former writer for The New
York Times, now teaches journalism at Baruch College in New York City.
Germany? Germany!
Satirical Writings
Kurt Tucholsky
Genre: Political Essay
Softcover; 208 pages
Dimension: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $14.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-38-6
Release June 2017
Also as an ebook

This new book reveals the brilliance and
desperation of a quicksilver writer in dark
times nearly a century ago and an ocean away.
—Los Angeles Review of Books
Kurt Tucholsky Foundation
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German History
This Travel Guide takes the
reader to every city, castle,
or church where the German Reformer Martin Luther
preached, teached, or set foot
in. The guide features the historic towns of Wittenberg and
Luther’s birthplace Eisleben,
along with Leipzig, Torgau,
Erfurt, and Magdeburg. Published for the 500-year anniversary of 1517, when Luther nailed his 95 Theses to
the Castle Church, this book
prepares for the journey. With
maps, travel tips, addresses,
phone number, and full-color
photographs, and a preface by
Robert Kolb, Missions Professor Emeritus at the Concordia
Seminary in St. Louis, MO.
Cornelia Dömer, PhD, serves as a representative for the State of RheinlandPfalz in Germany. From 2000 to 2007,
she managed the Luther-Zentrum Wittenberg. Previously, she was responsible
for marketing Luther at the Sachsen Anhalt GmbH and e.V.. She studied English
and Romance language and literature.
Martin Luther’s Travel Guide
500 Years of the 95 Theses
Cornelia Dömer
Genre: Travel Guide
Softcover; 176 pages
Dimension: 5’’ x 8’’
Suggested retail: $13.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-44-7
Release November 2016
Also as an ebook

Unreservedly recommended for community
library travel guide collections.
—Midwest Book Review
The Luthertrail
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German History
Leipzig! In the city that is
more than thousand years
old, Johann Sebastian Bach
composed his cantatas in
the St. Thomas Church,
Martin Luther fought for
Christianity, and Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe’s
Faust got into a brawl in
Auerbach’s Cellar. Leipzig
is the city of Richard Wagner, Clara Schumann, and
Felix Mendelssohn, at the
crossroads from Paris to
Moscow, from Rome to the
Baltic Sea—and the city of
freedom, where rallies at
the church of St. Nicholas
in 1989 led to the downfall of Communism. With
more than 200 pictures and
numerous maps.

Sebastian Ringel is a Leipzig novelist. He
grew up in small-town Saxony and studied
history in Dresden and also became a therapist. He wrote three novels, The Monotony
of Yeah, Yeah, Yeah, My Dog the Fish, and 5.8
People. The latter was inspired by a year-long
sojourn in Australia. In addition to writing,
he works as a tour guide in Leipzig.
Leipzig! One Thousand
Years of German History
Sebastian Ringel
Genre: History, Travel, Music
Softcover, full color, 224 pages
Dimensions: 6.69 ’’ x 9.61’’
Retail: $24.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-59-1
Release Fall 2015
Also as an ebook

This book brings to light long-forgotten
details from the city’s fascinating history
—Leipziger Internetzeitung

City of Leipzig
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American History
Burning Beethoven: Before World War I, America was
home to a flourishing German
culture—but it was wiped
out by anti-German hysteria.
Americans cut German from
schools, churches and newspapers, burned books, banned
music, changed names, forced
German-Americans to kiss
the flag, tarred and feathered
some they suspected of being
disloyal and even hanged immigrants suspected of being
spies. Burning Beethoven shines
a light on that dark chapter
of American history. With a
preface by Herb Stubb, Executive Committee member of
the German-American Steuben Parade.
Erik Kirschbaum, a native New Yorker,
is a journalist based in Berlin for nearly
30 years. He has written about entertainment, politics, sports, and economics,
as well as wars and climate change from
many countries. The devoted father of
four is also a solar power entrepreneur.
Burning Beethoven is his fourth book.
Burning Beethoven. The Eradication
of German Culture in WW I
A powerful retelling of a forgotten time
Erik Kirschbaum
in American history that remains as relevant
Genre: History
today as it did a century ago.
Softcover, 176 pages
—Stephen Fuchs, German Pulse
Dimensions: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $14.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-85-0
Release spring 2015
German Pulse
Also as an ebook
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City History
Berlin 1945 shows a city
in ruins and rubble after
World War II; a heartstopping account of
devastation and death.
These nearly 200 blackand-white pictures have
been taken by Red Army
soldiers in 1945, when
Soviet forces occupied
Berlin. They have never
been shown to an American audience. Preface by
Stephen Kinzer, the former bureau chief of The
New York Times in Berlin.

Available also in German
Berlin 1945: Leben Nach
dem Zweiten Weltkrieg
ISBN:978-3-96026-0004

These photos are from Tägliche Rundschau, the
paper of the Soviet military administration in
1945s Berlin, taken by army photographers such
as Otto Donath. In 1955, they were transferred
to Berliner Verlag,. The selection was curated by
Peter Kroh, the photo editor of Berliner Kurier. Michael Brettin (left), the history editor
of Berliner Kurier wrote the text.
Berlin 1945. World War II:
Photos of the Aftermath
Michael Brettin, Peter Kroh
Genre: History, Photography
Softcover, 220 pages
Dimensions: 8.5’’ x 11’’
Retail: $25.95
ISBN 978-1-935902- 027
Release fall 2014
Also as an ebook

...a grotesque normalcy, beyond the
well-known iconography of heroic
liberations and optimistic rebuilding.
—Der Spiegel
Berliner Kurier
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Poems
The First World War was the
“Great War”. Even our own
21st century is contingent on
what happened in the war between 1914 and 1918. And
these poems are still touching our heart. Kurt Tucholsky,
who went out as a soldier and
returned home a convinced
anti-militarist and pacifist,
wrote similar to Heinrich
Heine, his role model, in appearing superficially simple,
bur replete with hidden meanings. This anthology contains
bilingual renditions in German and English of his short
stories as well as a of his war
poetry. Translated by Peter
Appelbaum and James Scott,
professors from Pennsylvania.
Peter Appelbaum MD, PhD, professor eremitus at Penn State, has authored Loyalty Betrayed: Jewish Chaplains in the German
Army During the First World War. James
Scott is professor emeritus at Lebanon
Valley College, PA. His presentations
range from Rilke’s prose and Kafka’s
short fiction to cabaret in East Germany.
Prayer After the Slaughter
The Great War: Poems on WWI
Kurt Tucholsky
Genre: Poems, History
Softcover; 114 pages
Dimension: 5’’ x 8’’
Suggested retail: $12.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-28-7
Release June 2015
Also as an ebook

In this skillful compilation of Tucholsky’s
poetry and prose, Appelbaum and Scott bring
new insight and understanding.
—Barton W. Browning, Penn State
Leo Baeck Institute
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Novels
One summer before World
War I, a young couple escapes on a romantic weekend
getaway to the small German town of Rheinsberg, a
few miles north of Berlin,
in the midst of a rural landscape filled with country
houses and Prussian castles,
cobble stone streets, lush
forests, and dreamy lakes.
The story of young Wolfie
and his girlfriend Claire, told
with a fresh, new style of
ironic humor, became Kurt
Tucholsky’s first huge literary success and the blueprint
for love for an entire generation. Rheinsberg is publishing
in English for the first time,
translated by Cindy Opitz.
Kurt Tucholsky, one of the most important authors in Weimar Germany, was
a democrat, satirist, songwriter, lady’s
man, poet, and pacifist in the tradition
of Heinrich Heine. Claire, the main
character in Rheinsberg, was based on
his first wife Else Weil, one of the first
women to study medicine in Berlin.
Rheinsberg
A Storybook for Lovers
Kurt Tucholsky
Genre: Romance, History
Hardcover, 96 pages
Dimensions: 5’’ x 8’’
Suggested retail: $13.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-256
Release May 2014
Also as an ebook

A wonderful and charming love story, finally
rediscovered and brought to America.
—Claudia Dreifus, Columbia University

Kurt Tucholsky Museum
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Essays
Berlin! Berlin! is a satirical
selection from the man with
the acid pen and the perfect pitch, who was as much
the voice of 1920s Berlin as
Georg Grosz was its face.
The book shines a light on
the Weimar Republic and the
post-WW I struggle, both
of which foreshadowed the
Third Reich. This book collects Kurt Tucholsky’s news
stories, essays, and poems
about his home town Berlin,
never published in America
before. With a foreword
by New York author Anne
Nelson and an introduction
by Ian King, the chair of
the Kurt-Tucholsky-Society.
Translated by Cindy Opitz.
Kurt Tucholsky became an influential leftwing journalist at the magazine Die Weltbühne and an early warner against the Nazis. Erich Kaestner called him a “small,
fat Berliner,” who “wanted to stop a catastrophe with his typewriter”. Ultimately, he committed suicide in exile in 1935,
fleeing the Nazis.
Berlin! Berlin! Dispatches
from the Weimar Republic
Kurt Tucholsky
Genre: History, Journalism
Softcover, 198 pages
Dimensions: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $14.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-23-2
Release May 2013
Also as an ebook

In Weimar Germany, Tucholsky was big,
the most brilliant, prolific and witty cultural
journalist of his time.
—William Grimes, New York Times
Kurt-Tucholsky-Gesellschaft
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Music / Biography
Rocking the Wall tells how the
epic Bruce Springsteen concert in East Berlin in 1988,
changed the world. For this
book, Erik Kirschbaum spoke
to scores of fans, concert
goes, and organizers, unearthed newspaper clippings,
TV footage, audio recordings,
and even Stasi files. This book
takes you to a journey with
Bruce Springsteen and the
E Street Band through East
Berlin to the open air concert
grounds at Weissensee where
The Boss, live on stage, delivered a speech against the
Wall to crowd of more than
300,000 delirious young East
Germans. And they really
wanted their Rock’n’ Roll.
Erik Kirschbaum, a native New Yorker, has
lived in Germany for over 25 years. A
journalist based in Berlin, he has written
about entertainment, politics, sports, and
economics, as well as wars and climate
change from many countries. The father
of four is also a solar power entrepreneur. Rocking the Wall is his third book.
Rocking The Wall: The Berlin
Concert That a the World
Erik Kirschbaum
Genre: Music, History, Travel
Softcover, 168 pages
Dimensions: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $16.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-82-9
Release 2013 /2nd edition 2015
Also as an ebook

“... a statement of the power of music as
anyone, ever, has come up with.”
—Dave Marsh, The Rolling Stone

Bruce Springsteen on Youtube
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Biography
Mark Twain in Berlin is about
a journey the famed American author took in 1891 and
1892 to the “newest city I
have ever seen,” as he himself
wrote. In Berlin, he conspired
with diplomats, frequented
salons, and even dined with
the Emperor, Kaiser Wilhelm
II. But he also suffered an
“organized dog-choir club,”
quarreled with the Berlin police over his maids petticoats,
got lost on streetcars, and
witnessed an uprising right in
front of his posh hotel Unter den Linden. Twain also
penned stories published here
for the first time, together
with an account of his foray
by Andreas Austilat.
Mark Twain was born 1835 in Missouri..
After a stint on the Mississippi, he became America‘s most famous journalist,
humorist, travel writer and novelist. He
also visited Germany many timesm and
he went to Berlin in the winter of 189192. Andreas Austilat is the Sunday editor at Tagesspiegel, Berlin‘s leading daily.
Mark Twain in Berlin
Newly Disvovered Stories
Mark Twain/Andreas Austilat
Genre: Historical Fiction
Softcover, 176 pages
Dimensions: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $13.95
ISBN: 978-1-935902-95-9
Release July 2013
Also as an ebook

Andreas Austilat knows his city and is
clearly a devoted Twainian.
—Andy Borowitz

The Mark Twain House
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Jewish History
Jews in Berlin: For centuries, Berlin was the center
of Jewish life in Germany.
Its Jewish citizens strongly
influenced the city’s cultural
and literary life and led the
way in the sciences. After
World War I, however, crisis and depression provided
rich soil for the growth of
anti-Semitism and ultimately led to the Holocaust. But
today, Jewish life and culture
are flourishing once again
in the German capital; Jewish immigrants are coming from Russia and Israel.
This richly illustrated book
depicts Jewish history and
Jewish life in Berlin today.
Julius H. Schoeps (right) is the director of
the Moses Mendelssohn Center in Potsdam,
and the author of numerous books. Rabbi
Andreas Nachama (left) is the director
of the Topography of Terror museum. Dr.
Hermann Simon (below) is the director of
the Foundation New Synagogue Berlin and
the Centrum Judaicum.
Jews in Berlin
Julius Schoeps, Andreas
Nachama, Hermann Simon
Genre: History, Jewish life
Softcover, 314 pages
Dimensions: 6 ’’ x 9’’
Suggested retail $26.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-60-7
Release May 2013
Also as an ebook

Jews in Berlin honors the complexity
of an unfathomable relationship.
—The Jewish Book Council

Centrum Judaicum
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Young Adult
Wallflower is four hours in
the life of Molly Lenzfeld, a
sixteen-year-old New Yorker
in Berlin. It’s Thanksgiving 1989, two weeks after
the fall of the Wall. Molly,
the daughter of a GermanJewish mother who fled the
Nazis in 1938, is off to her
mother’s birth house in East
Berlin. On the subway, American wallflower Molly meets
East German wildflower
Mick Maier. It’s love at first
sight, and for both a journey
into an unknown land and
into the labyrinth of Berlin’s
underground world, where
they discover each other, the
absurdities of the divided
city, and the wonder of love.
Holly-Jane Rahlens, a native New Yorker
from Brooklyn, has lived virtually all
her adult life in Berlin. A prize-winning
novelist and screenwriter, she has also
flourished in radio, TV, and film, creating a series of highly-praised successful
one-woman-shows. Wallflower, originally
published in Germany, is her sixth novel.
Wallflower
A Novel
Holly-Jane Rahlens
Genre: Fiction, YA
Softcover, 146 pages
Dimensions: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
Suggested retail: $11.95
ISBN: 978-1-935902-70-6
Release: Fall 2010
Also as an ebook

A slew of comic scenes embellished
with a great love for detail.
—Der Spiegel

Holly-Jane Rahlens
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City History
Berlin in the Cold War. vividly describes the conflict
between the USA and the
Soviet Union as it played
out in Berlin, the divided
city that was frontier town,
spy post, and battlefield of
the Cold War. The book
highlights the dramatic
events that affected the entire world: the 1948 blockade and the following airlift, the June 1953 uprising
against the Communists,
stories of escape and espionage, tunnels and spy
posts, and finally, the fall of
the Wall. Includes numerous pictures of the original
loations and a map.
Thomas Flemming is an historian and philosopher who studied at Free University Berlin.
He has written numerous books and news
and magazine stories about Germany’s
postwar history. He has also curated exhibitions on the topic, notably, The History of
World War I at the Deutsches Historisches
Museum in Berlin.
Berlin in the Cold War
Battle for the Divided City
Thomas Flemming
Genre: History, Travel
Softcover, 90 pages
Dimensions: 6.7’’ x 9.6’’
Suggested retail. $11.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-80-5
Release: Fall 2010
Also as an ebook

Flemming manages to tell the whole story
of the divided city on 90 pages.
—Berliner Morgenpost

Berlinica Blog
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City Guides
Berlin for Free is an invaluable guide to everything free
in the German Capital: pop
music, classical music, concerts in the park, art shows
and exhibitions, museums
and movies, readings and
theater, sports events, city
tours from the Reichstag to
the Wall, gay and lesbian life,
and, of course, street fairs.
All of these no-cost opportunities for kids and grownups alike are neatly arranged
and easy to find in this book.
The guide also includes more
than two hundred street addresses, phone numbers, and
web sites—and all of this information is fact checked and
recently updated.

Monika Märtens is a student at the Berlin University of the Arts and a writer.
Martin Blath, the original publisher
and co-author, came from the Rhine to
Berlin in 2002 as a freelance journalist,
also working in PR. Two years later, he
founded Verlag an der Spree, which published the original book.
Berlin For Free
The low-budget Travel Guide
Monika Märtens
Genre: Travel Guide
Softcover, 102 pages
Dimensions: 5’’ x 8’’
Suggested retail: $10.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-40-9
Release January 2011
Also as an ebook

This book is a worthwhile
investment that pays for itself.
—Berliner Kurier

Verlag an der Spree
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City Guides
The Berlin Wall Today is
a richly illustrated, fullcolor book about the
remnants of the Iron
Curtain: memorial sites,
back yards, train tracks,
old factories, and Prussian cemeteries, about
what is happening today
where the Wall used to
be: The Wall Park, where
young people from all
over the world party, a
guard tower that is the
Museum of Forbidden
Art, the former Gestapo
headquarters, the East
Side Gallery, Checkpoint
Charlie. This is the newly
updated 2015 edition including the new museum
in the Palace of Tears.
With numerous maps
from point to point.

Michael Cramer came
to Berlin in 1974 as
a teacher. He got involved with the Green
Party and became the
go-to politician for
transportation
and
City Council member
in Berlin. Since 2004,
he is a member of the
European Parliament
in Brussels.

The Berlin Wall Today
Michael Cramer
Genre: History, Travel
Softcover, 100 pages
135 full color pictures
Dimensions: 8.5’’ x 8.5’’,
Suggested retail: $15.95
ISBN: 978-1-935902-10-2
Release: Summer 2011
Also as an ebook

Available also in German
Die Berliner Mauer heute
ISBN: 9781-935902-11-9
This books stands out with images
strikingly new and refreshingly unfamiliar
—Justinian Jampol,
The Wende-Museum, L.A.
Michael Cramer
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Cookbook
The Berlin Cookbook
reveals how to make
traditional Berlin recipes such as Schnitzel,
Currywurst, Bratwurst,
Eisbein, and Roasted
Goose, but also newly
imported food such
as Döner Kebap. You
can also learn how to
make those jelly donuts
known as Berliners.
And it is easy, since Berlin cuisine is simple and
down-to-earth.
This cookbook does
not only share recipes,
it also tells stories about
the heritage of Berlin
food: how Eisbein got
its name, why Friedrich the Great made
Prussian farmers plant
potatoes, how meatballs were imported
by French Huguenots,
and how Bismarck got
his very own herring.

Rose Marie Donhauser is an experienced
cook, an acclaimed
cookbook author, a
food critic, and also
a member of the jury
of Berlin’s master
chefs, an organization
that annually honors
the city’s restaurants.
She lives in Berlin.
The Berlin Cookbook
Rose Marie Donhauser
Genre: Cookbook
98 full color pages
60 recipes
Dimensions: 8.5’’ x 8.5’’,
Softcover: 8.5’’ x 8.5’’
ISBN: 781-935902-508
Suggested retail: $17.95
Release: Winter 2010

Rose Marie Donhauser is one of
the most acclaimed authors of
cookbooks in Germany.
—Umschau Verlag
Rose Marie Donhauser
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Angels
Wings of Desire — Angels
of Berlin is a whimsical,
colorful photo collection
of the many angels that
watch over Berlin, from
the city’s gates and bridges,
church steeples, museums,
and cemeteries, from the
entrances of mansions,
and back yards. Berlin
angels, dance at parades,
linger in icecream parlors,
and decorate Christmas
markets. This book will
warm your heart.

Lothar Heinke, a Berlin native, worked as a
chief reporter for the East Berlin paper Der
Morgen (The Morning). After the Wall fell,
he joined Tagesspiegel, Berlin‘s leading daily,
as a metro reporter. In 2005, he published
the book Fernsehturm Berlin (The Berlin TV
Tower). He lives with his wife in Mitte, loves
music, Italy, and the 1 FC Union soccer club.

Wings of Desire
Angels of Berlin
Lothar Heinke
Genre: Art, History, Travel
Softcover, 104 full color pages
Dimensions: 7’’x 10’’
Release: Fall 2012
ISBN 978-1-935902-18-8
Suggested Retail: $18.95
Also as an ebook

Available also in German
Flügel der Liebe:
ISBN: 978-1-935902-164

A search through the city on the
trail of angels, informative and
filled with anecdotes.
—Der Tagesspiegel
Berlinica on Zazzle
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Movies
The Path to Nuclear Fission
is about a brilliant Jewish woman, Lise Meitner,
whose inventions led to
the atomic bomb—to her
own horror. In 1907, Meitner came to Berlin as a shy
student from Vienna, where
she met the worldly Otto
Hahn. They made history
when they discovered nuclear fission. Hahn helped
Meitner to flee the Nazis to
Sweden, but he didn’t credit
her contribution when he
was awarded the Nobel
Prize in 1945. This film,
narrated by Linda Hunt,
tells Meitner’s story for the
first time.
Rosemarie Reed is an award-winning producer of documentaries, and she travels
the world. But the two places she calls
home are New York and Berlin. Most of
her work portrays the achievements of
women in science, politics, history, and
the arts. Linda Hunt (left), the narrator,
is an Academy Award-winning actress.
The Path to Nuclear Fission
Rosemarie Reed Prod. Inc
Narrator: Linda Hunt
Genre: Documentary
Format: NTSC
Language: English and
German (subtitled)
Discs: 1/Run Time: 56:47
Suggested Retail: $19.95
Available on Amazon.com

Ms. Reed’s honors the lives of
women who were more than significant
investigators and inventors.
—Education Update Online
Rosemarie Reed
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Movies
The Red Orchestra was a
Berlin-based
resistance
group that fought against
the Third Reich within Germany. The Gestapo labeled
them Communists and traitors for their efforts to fight
Hitler, and so did the Allies.
But they held a variety of
political beliefs. Only recently have historians recognized them as one of the
most important resistance
groups. This documentary,
made by Stefan Roloff, son
of a survivor, tells their
story for the first time to an
American audience, using
a pioneering technique and
powerful original footage.
Stefan Roloff, a Berlin-born artist and
filmmaker, has worked in Brooklyn, New
York since 1982. He is known for his
digital art installations and documentaries. The Red Orchestra, his second film, is a
profile of his late father, Helmut Roloff,
a resistance fighter against the Nazis in
Berlin, where his family lives.
The Red Orchestra
When 6 is 9 Productions and
Hybrid Films Inc./Stefan Roloff
Genre: Documentary
Format: NTSC
Language: English/French/German (English subtitles)
Discs: 1/Run Time: 81:00
Suggested Retail: $24.95
Available on Amazon

Danger invaded normalcy ...
the bright quotidian landscape ...
threatens to tumble any moment.
—The New York Times
Stefan Roloff
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Music CD

Adrienne Cathrine Haan knew already in kindergarten that she would end up in show business. Born
in Germany, she moved to New York in 1997. She
took classes at the Juilliard School, and graduated
from the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.
She was cast in US and European musical productions, among them Grizabella in Cats, Sally Bowles in
Cabaret, and Queen Elisabeth in King Richard III at the
Producer’s Club in New York. She also had three
solo shows in New York: From Berlin to Broadway,
The Streets of Berlin, and Berlin, Mon Amour.

Berlin Mon Amour
Adrienne Haan
Audio CD/1 disc
Language: Available in
English or German
Run Time: 48 minutes
Also as MP3 Downloads
Suggested Retail: $ 15.95
Release: Winter 2010
Available on Amazon.com

Berlin, Mon
Amour, by Adrienne Haan, is a
tribute to 1920s
and 1930s Germany. It contains
sixteen songs,
mostly classics
by Bert Brecht,
Kurt Weill and
Friedrich Hollaender, and
classics like Pirate
Jenny and Falling
in Love Again.
The album is
arranged for Big
Band by Heinz
Walter Florin.
The renowned
Westdeutsches Radio
Orchestra accompanies Haan
with Big Band
Sound, conveying a Broadway
feeling that makes
the soul swing.

Ms. Haan shows grace, elegance
and extreme vocal power.
—Le Monde, Paris

Adrienne Haan
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Upcoming in 2019
Harold L. Poor’s biography
Kurt Tucholsky: The Short Fat
Berliner Who Tried to Stop a Catastrophe With A Typewriter is
the most important and thorough work on the famed German Jewish author in English: a still unmatched labor
of love by the Rutgers history professor. For this book,
Poor spent years of research.
He also visited Tucholsky’s
widow Mary Gerold in her
home in Rottach-Egern in
Germany, and unearthed letters, pictures, and other previously unknown materials.
This book about Tucholsky
is an entertaining and wellwritten gem that has finally
been rediscovered.
Harold Lloyd Poor grew up in Birmingham, Alabama. He attended Harvard and
earned a Ph.D. in European history at
Columbia University. In 1966, he joined
the Rutgers College History Department
where he was recognized as one of the
school’s most charismatic teachers. He
died 1992 in New York City
Kurt Tucholsky.
The Short Fat Berliner Who
Tried to Stop a Catastrophe
With A Typewriter.
Harold L. Poor
Softcover; app. 280 pp.
Dimension: 6’’ x 9 ’’
Suggested retail: $19.95
ISBN 978-1-935902-47-8
Release Winter 2018

.. an introduction for general readers to
a very important period and a
witty, cosmopolitan, quite tragic man.
—Kirkus Review

The Harold Poor History Prize
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Upcoming in 2019
Our West-berlin! The city
that was really an island, now
gone like Atlantis or Vineta,
a place where bars would never close so the hood could
plot the revolution, and where bratwurst on a roll would
count as dinner. Where tenements still had bullet holes
from World War II, while the
Wall kept the Bundeswehr
out. Where the gruff conductors on the two-story-buses
walked around to personally
validate the tickets and where
the S-Bahn did not circulate.
Where old-timers, Turks, and
students lived next door and
never talked. Where the winters brought the smell of soft
coal and summers the soft
smell of weed. This book is
about that magical half-city.
Our West-Berlin! has many prominent
Berlin authors, namely Andreas Austilat, Pieke Biermann, Paul Duwe, Tanja Dückers, Paul Hockenos, Wladimir
Kaminer, Detlef Kurth, Ulli Kulke,
Harald Martenstein, Gerd Nowakowski, Thomas Rogalla, Kerstin Schilling,
and Martina Schrey. The Cover was
created by Gerhard Seyfried (pic right).
Our West-Berlin
Stories from the Island
Various authors from Berlin
Language: English
Genre: History, Journalism
Softcover, app. 224 Seiten
Dimension: 5.5’’ x 8.5’’
List Price: appr. $ 20,00
ISBN 978-1-935902-31-7
Release Winter 2019

West-Berlin! The only socialist
paradise that ever worked!
— from the story: The Downfall
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Merchandise

Angels of Berlin: This
full color wall calendar
is a collection of twelve
photos of Berlin angels
in churches, cemeteries,
at parades, and in parks.

www.Zazzle.com
Berlinica

5.5’’ x 7’’ $20/$21
8.5’’ x 11’’ $22/$23
11’’ x 14’’ $27/$28

The Berlin Wall: This
full color wall calendar
is a collection of twelve
photes of the Wall as it
remains today, and with
historical pictures

Berlinica pictures are available on T-shirts, sweatshirts, necklaces, clocks,
hat, mugs, iPads, and many more items, in many different styles.

Berlinica on Zazzle

Berlinica on Cafepress
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See Berlinica at:
http://www.berlinica.com/
http://blog.berlinica.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/BerlinicaPublishing-LLC/122105927817429
https://twitter.com/Eva_Berlinica
http://www.pinterest.com/berlinica/
https://plus.google.com/100602786682109806710/posts

www.zazzle.com/berlinica
www.cafepress.com/berlinica

